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Abstract  
We propose highly accurate finite-difference schemes for simulating wave 
propagation problems described by linear second-order hyperbolic equations. The 
schemes are based on the summation by parts (SBP) approach modified for 
applications with violation of input data smoothness. In particular, we derive and 
implement stable schemes for solving elastodynamic anisotropic problems 
described by the Navier wave equation in complex geometry. To enhance 
potential of the method, we use a general type of coordinate transformation and 
multiblock grids. We also show that the conventional spectral element method 
(SEM) can be treated as the multiblock finite-difference method whose blocks are 
the SEM cells with SBP operators on GLL grid.  
Keywords: High-order FDM, SBP, SEM, forward and backward finite 
differences, multiblock, curvilinear grids, anisotropic elastodynamics   
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1 Introduction 
The summation-by-parts simultaneous-approximation-terms (SBP-SAT) approach 
[12], [3], [17], [18] allows generation of high-order accurate finite-difference 
schemes for simulating wave propagation problems so that the matrices of spatial 
operator for second-order hyperbolic equations are symmetric. The symmetry 
ensures stability of derived difference schemes under Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
(CFL) condition. Extension of the application field of such schemes is possible by 
using coordinate transformations that enable consideration of curvilinear grids 
adapted to complex geometry [1] as well as by using a multiblock approach for 
handling even more complex geometry and discontinuous coefficients of 
governing equations [11]. 
In this paper, we use the SBP idea to obtain some new difference schemes of 
integrating the scalar wave equation and anisotropic Navier wave equations in 
curvilinear coordinates including a multiblock framework. The original 
differential equations are considered in the conservative (divergence) form. Note 
the following specific features of proposed schemes. 
1) Our difference schemes are derived on conventional grids, i.e., when all 
components of the solution vector and coefficients of governing equations belong 
to a single grid point (this is in contrast to staggered grids in which all these 
variables are distributed on a grid cluster whose points are shifted by the half-
spacing in space and time from the physical point of medium, see [28], [23], [15]). 
The choice to apply conventional grids was made because, in our opinion, they are 
algorithmically easier for using curvilinear coordinates and a multiblock 
approach. In addition, the SBP approach is traditionally developed on 
conventional grids.   
2) Unlike methods [1], [16], and [18], for the second-order equations we use only 
operators of the first derivatives while discretizing all other derivatives. One 
advantage of this approach consists of the possibility of implementing the scheme 
with an optimal number of the operations per grid point in the calculation of the 
mixed derivatives: ( )O p  where p  is the number of points in one direction of the 
stencil (instead of 
2( )O p  as it would be for approximation of mixed derivatives 
directly by second-order difference operators). 
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3) As is known, the disadvantage of using central-difference operators of the first 
derivatives for constructing operators of higher derivatives on conventional grids 
consists of generating spurious saw-tooth solutions while violating smoothness of 
input data (the even-odd problem, see [19], [18] ). We modify the basic SBP 
formula by introducing the first-derivative operators defined on the shifted (not 
symmetric) stencils to avoid the even-odd problem. This modification was 
announced in [4], [5]. 
4) To use the proposed schemes within the multiblock approach, we consider 
discretization of interface transmission conditions at the block boundaries. 
Application of these more efficient schemes allows us to significantly improve our 
previous multiblock algorithm [26] for solving seismic modeling problems. 
5) We show that the conventional spectral element method (SEM) [10] for 
second-order equations can be treated as the multiblock finite-difference method 
whose blocks are the SEM cells with SBP operators. In other words, such SEM 
algorithm belongs to class of derived schemes within the multiblock framework. 
The basic observation here is that the differentiation operator of SEM is a special 
case of SBP operators on nonuniform grids, see [6].  
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem formulation 
and basic approaches used. In Section 3, we consider one-dimensional wave 
equation. First, we introduce SBP differentiation operators on a uniform grid with 
symmetric and shifted stencils, and on the SEM cell stencil: Section 3.1. Then, we 
discretize wave equation with Dirichlet, Robin, and non-reflecting boundary 
conditions: Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we introduce the multiblock scheme and 
correspondent discretization. In Section 3.4, we discuss the accuracy of the 
proposed schemes. Section 4 is devoted to approximation of 3D Navier wave 
equation in curvilinear coordinates. Free surface, Dirichlet, and non-reflecting 
boundary conditions are considered in Sections 4.1 to 4.3. Section 4.4 contains 
formulas for the multiblock approach. Stability and accuracy of proposed 
difference schemes are discussed in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6 we show that the 
SEM scheme is a combination of SBP and multiblock approaches for the 
considered equations. Section 5 contains examples of 1D, 2D (Lamb problem), 
and 3D test calculations. Conclusions are formulated in Section 6. 
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Note that the SBP difference schemes are generated on the basis of the tensor 
product of the one-dimensional Green's formula discrete analog, i.e., the canonic 
computational domains are rectangles or parallelepipeds. For the domains with 
curvilinear boundaries, the multidimensional analogues of Green's formulas may 
require. The corresponding theory was founded by V.S. Ryaben’kii in [21] and 
then developed by him and his colleagues in the framework of the difference 
potentials method; see [22] and references therein. 
2 Problem formulation and basic approaches used  
Let us consider the Navier wave equation describing propagation of elastic waves 
in a curvilinear hexahedral domain for the displacement vector 1 2 3( , , )u u uu  with 
the source function 1 2 3( , , )F F FF : 
 
2
2
, 1,2,3
, 0.5
i
j ij
ij ijkl k
i
kl k l kl l
u
F i
C
t
u u
.
 (1) 
(hereinafter we use the Einstein summation convention, i.e., sum over the repeated 
indices in products (including differentiation operators); free indices tell us how 
many equations have been compressed into one). Here,  is the density, ijklC  is 
the elastic stiffness tensor [14], , , , {1,2,3}i j k l . We suppose that these 
coefficients, up to 22 independent ones for general anisotropy, are smooth 
functions of coordinates 1 2 3( , , )x x x . We consider uniform initial conditions at 
0t  for simplicity:  
 0 0| | 0t t
t
u u . (2) 
The boundary conditions (BC) on the faces of the computational domain can be 
either free surface BC governed by equations  
 0ij j  (3) 
where  2 31( , , )  is the normal vector, or nonuniform Dirichlet BC  
 u= a  (4) 
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or, non-reflecting BC for open boundaries in the form  
 0
j
ij jij
u
t
A  (5) 
where the matrices ijA  are defined hereafter, see  (51).  
Our aim is to generate finite-difference schemes with high-order spatial accuracy 
for the initial boundary value problems governed by (1), (2), and conditions from 
the set (3) - (5). We are also adding the following options that extend the 
capabilities of the method:  
- curvilinearity of computational domain and grid, which is generated by a 
coordinate transformation of the canonical parametric cube with a rectangular 
grid; 
- multiblock structure of the computational domain, which is provided by 
explicit treatment of transmission conditions at the block boundaries (continuity 
of displacements and normal stresses): 
 0, 0ij ju .
 (6) 
We use the SBP approach for generating high-order finite-difference schemes. To 
extend application field of the schemes for cases of insufficient smoothness of the 
equation coefficients and/or point sources for right-hand side (RHS) we modify 
the basic SPB formula, see (17). This permits us to avoid issues with spurious 
saw-tooth solutions.        
The SBP approach helps to generate symmetric matrices of the approximated 
spatial operators. This is important property for providing stability of time 
integration. Below we review the result for hyperbolic systems with the second-
order time derivative approximated by the explicit central difference scheme. 
In NR  consider a Euclidian space of vector functions ( )
Nu t R  with the scalar 
product 
T( , )u v v u  and operators ( N N  matrices) G , A , etc. (hereinafter «
T » 
denotes the transposition). Define also the scalar product ( , ) ( , )Gu v Gu v  and the 
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corresponding norm  
G
u  for 
T 0G G .  Denote the time derivatives t
du
u
dt
, 
2
2tt
d u
u
dt
. We need subsequently the following statement. 
 
Lemma. Suppose for the task 
         
, (0) (0) 0, ( ), ( ) , 0Ntt t tGu Bu Au f u u u t f t R t  (7) 
with some operators T 0A A  ,  diagonal T 0G G , and diagonal 0B  
satisfying  
          min max min
( , ) ( , ) ( , ), 0Gv v Av v Gv v  (8) 
given the explicit difference scheme, 1, 2,....,k  
1 1 1 1
0 1
2
2
, 0, ,
2
k k k k k
k k k k Nu u u u uG B Au f u u u f R
.
 (9) 
Then the scheme is stable if 
 max2 / (1 )  (10) 
where  0  is any number independent of max  and ;  the solution is estimated 
by 
 
1
1min
const 1 kk i
G G
i
u f
.
 (11) 
The lemma follows directly from Theorem 9, Section 6.3 in [24]. 
The truth of the lemma is sufficient for our analysis of the proposed schemes. We 
also note that traditionally the energy method is used for the stability study of 
difference schemes on the basis of SBP approach for second-order equations, see 
[18] and references therein.  
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3 One-dimensional wave equation 
We will generate spatial operators approximating (1) by using the tensor product 
of one-dimensional operators. The main ideas of the proposed difference schemes 
are seen from the scalar case. So, let us start with analysis of the one-dimensional 
wave equation. We consider traditional SBP schemes for uniform grids. We also 
analyze the difference scheme generated by the spectral elements method, and 
show that this is a special case of SBP schemes on non-uniform grids inside a 
single element. 
Let us consider the one-dimensional wave equation on the interval [0,1]x : 
 
2
2
2
u
c u f
t x x
, (12) 
where the density ( )x  and the sound speed  ( )c x  are smooth functions. Adding 
uniform initial conditions (for simplicity)  
 0 0| | 0t t
u
u
t
 (13) 
and boundary conditions (Dirichlet or Neumann, for example)  
 0 1| ( ), | ( )x L x Rlu a t lu a t  (14) 
we obtain the initial boundary value problem (12)-(14). 
 
3.1   Approximation of the first-derivative operator   
Introduce a grid with N points on the interval [0,1] : 
 1 2 10 ,..., ,... 1n N Nx x x x x . (15) 
Denote by ( )u t  or u  the trace of a function ( , )u t x  on the grid (15).  
Introduce the scalar product  
 
T T( , )Hu v u Hv v Hu  (16) 
with the weight  H , where 0H  is a diagonal matrix, and two grid operators 
D  and D , such that 
1. D  and D  approximate the first derivative / x  in all grid points (15) 
2. D , D , and H satisfy the SBP condition: 
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0 0 1 1, , | | | | , ,
N
xH H x x x
u D v D u v u v u Rv u v . (17) 
 Eq.  (17) is the discrete counterpart of the integration by parts 
1 1
1
0
0
0
x x
v u
u dx dxv uv uv
x x
, 
and a modification of traditional formula with D D , TD D , see e.g.  [27].   
Let us generate such D , D , and H . 
 
3.1.1    Uniform grid, symmetric stencil  
Consider the uniform grid (15): 
 
1
( 1) , 1,..., ,
1
nx n h n N h
N
. (18) 
In the original SBP approach, the condition (17) is formulated for the same  
operator  D  so that  D D , TD D . In particular, in [27] such operators D  
have been derived on the basis of the standard central-difference operators of p -
th approximation order in the inner grid points of the interval for 2,4,6,8p .  
The operators have nonsymmetric stencils in p  points near the boundary and a 
smaller, not less than / 2p , order of accuracy.   
These operators work well for approximation of (12)-(14) on smooth input data. 
However, for insufficiently smooth coefficients, the difference scheme generates 
saw-tooth waves: the so-called even-odd issue.  The propagation velocity of these 
spurious waves exceeds the physical velocity in the medium and depends on the 
order of the scheme. In particular, the effect is clearly visible when the acoustic 
velocity is a stepwise function or when a point source is used in RHS of (12).  An 
example of such solution is given in Section 5.1.  
 
3.1.2    Uniform grid, shifted stencils  
To avoid the even-odd issue, we use the dual operators D  and D corresponding 
to the forward and backward differences. The process of their construction is 
different for internal and near-boundary points. Let 0 be index of the stencil point 
where the derivative is approximated. Operator D for the internal grid points is 
defined on the asymmetric stencil [ / 2 1, ..., 0, ..., / 2 1]p p  by using the 
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conventional Taylor expansions method with an even approximation order p . The 
matrix H  entries are equal to the grid spacing at the interior points. In the near-
boundary points, the operators D , D , and H  are jointly found out to fulfill the 
conditions (17);  the first derivative is approximated with not less than / 2p  
order.  
We generated triplets of such D , D , and H  for  4,6,8p . Below is an 
example for 4p , 8N . The matrix H  is diagonal with positive entries: 
 , , , ,1,...
49 61 41 149 149 41 61 49
diag
144 48 48 144 144 48 48 144
,1, , , ,H h , 
where h  is the spacing of grid (15). Let us describe the strings nd  and nd  , 
1,...,n N of matrices  D and D , respectively. The first p stings of D are the 
following: 
 
1
2
3
4
[-59/42, 12/7, -3/14, -2/21, 0, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[-103/183, 15/122, 31/61, -49/366, 4/61, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[59/246, -38/41, -21/82, 176/123, -24/41, 4/41, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[-5/447, 
d h
d h
d h
d 15/298, -51/149, -665/894, 216/149, -72/149, 12/149, 0, ... , 0]/h
. 
The first p stings of D : 
   
1
2
3
4
[-451/294, 103/49, -59/98, 5/147, 0, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[-28/61, -15/122, 38/61, -5/122, 0, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[7/82, -31/41, 21/82, 17/41, 0, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/
[14/447, 49/298, -176/
d h
d h
d h
d 149, 665/894, 36/149, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0]/h
. 
At the internal points: 
   
( 1: 3) [-1/4, -5/6, 3/2, -1/2, 1/12]/
, 5,..., 4
(1: 2) ( 4 : ) 0
( 3 : 1) [-1/12,1/2, -3/2,5/6,1/4]/
, 5,..., 4
(1: 4) ( 2 : ) 0
n
n n
n
n n
d n n h
n N
d n d n N
d n n h
n N
d n d n N
. (19) 
The last p  strings of D  and D  are calculated according to the rule:  
   1( ) ( 1), , 1,i N id j d N j i j N ; 
for instance   
  1( : 1:1) [0, ..., 0, 0, 0, 0, -5/147, 59/98, -103/49, 451/294]/Nd d N h . 
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The advantage of D  and  D   over the conventional operators  D D , 
TD D  is shown in Section 5.1. 
 
3.1.3   Nonuniform grid, SEM cell stencil   
An interesting example of SBP operators gives the SEM, see [6] where this 
observation is discussed for the discontinuous Galerkin SEM approach.  Let us 
consider the interval [ 1;1]  as a single SEM cell. The GLL grid is used in  (15), 
i.e., the nodes  nx , 1,...,n N  are the roots of the polynomial 
2
1(1 ) ( )Nx P x  
where 1NP  is the Legendre polynomial of ( 1N )-th degree. The matrix H  is 
defined by 
2
1
diag( ),
2 2
, 2,..., 1; , 1, ,
( 1)( 2) ( ) ( 1)( 2)
n
n n
N n
H
n N n N
N N P x N N
 
i.e., it provides the following Gaussian quadrature formula:  
 
1
11
( )
N
n n
n
dx u xu
.
 (20) 
This formula is exact for all polynomials up to the degree 2 3N . This important 
property is a link from the SEM to the SBP approach, see (22), (23). The operator 
D  of the first derivative is the full N N  matrix defined by ( )mnm nlD x  where  
1,
( )
N
m
j j m j m
m
x x
x x
l x
  
are the interpolation Lagrange polynomials, and  
( )m n mnl x ,  mn  is the Kronecker symbol. 
One can easily see that the operators H , D D , TD D  satisfy conditions 1, 
2 from (17). Indeed, item 1 is valid by construction. The condition 2 
 
T
0 0 1 1, , | | | | , ,H
N
x x x xH
u Dv D u v u Ru v v u v  (21) 
is proved as follows. In the identity 
1
1
1
1
1 1
( ) ( ) ( (1) (1) ( 1) () ( ) 1)m k m k mN kN mm k m k kll x l x dx l ld ll x lx x  
we can use the equations  
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1
11
( ) ) ( )(
N
nm kn n kmm k mk k
n
l x l D l D Hx Ddx  (22) 
 
1
11
( ) () )(
N
T
mn nk n mk m k
n
m k ml x l x d Dx l D D H  (23) 
due to exact quadratures (20) for polynomials up to the ( 2 3N )-th degree. 
Therefore,   
1 1( ) ( )
T
mk km mN kN m kD H HD , 
i.e.,  
TD H HD Q , 
where diag( 1,0,...,0,1)Q ; this proves (21). 
 
3.2    Discretization of the problem (12)-(14) 
To satisfy conditions of the lemma, we generate a symmetric matrix of the spatial 
operator during discretization.   
Define the positive diagonal matrices diag({ ( )})nx  and diag({ ( )})nC c x  
with values of density and velocity on the grid points  (15). Denote the time 
derivatives of a vector function u   given on this grid by tu , ttu . Suppose we have 
the operators D , D , H  satisfying the conditions 1, 2,  see  (17).   
Let us take arbitrary 
Nw R and substitute  
2u D wC  for (17); we have 
  
 
0 1
2
1
2
0
2
2
, , 
( ) | | ( ) | | , , Nx x x
H H
x
C D C D
C D C
w D v D w v
w v w v w vD R
 . (24) 
It follows from (24) and (16) that  
T 2 T 2 T 2T( ) , , Nv H w v HD w v Q wD C D C D D Rw vC . 
Hence, the operator 
2 2C D CD DH Q  has a symmetric matrix. Evidently, a 
constant function is its kernel. Hence, due to positivity of 
 
and С , the matrix is 
negatively defined in the subspace \{const}
NR . Therefore, in accordance with 
the lemma, the time integration (9) of the system   
 
2 2( )ttH u C D CHD Q D u Hf     (25) 
with this spatial operator will be stable. Denote  
12 
 
2 2 T 2( )C D C D D CD DL H Q H . 
Since the operators ,D D  approximate the first derivative the semidiscrete 
system  
 1tt Lu H u f      (26) 
approximates the wave equation  (12) in the internal points  2 1{ ,..., }Nx x  of the 
interval  [0,1] . 
 
Now let us consider approximation of boundary conditions.   
 
3.2.1   Dirichlet conditions  
Take lu u  in (14). Represent a solution in the form of  
0u u d where 
2
0 T
1, ,..{0 ., ,0}Nu u u  
T,0,...,0,{ }L Rd a a , 
and consider (26) for 
0u only. To formalize this we introduce the operator 
diag(0,1,...,1,0)R projecting any u  into  
0u . Due to 0RQ  we have 
                 
2 2 2
2
0
0
tt
RLu RHD u RHD u RHD d
RH u RHf RH
C D C D C D
C DD d
. (27) 
Hereafter, the sign  “ ” is used while substituting  a solution of  (12)-(14) for the 
considered formulas, i.e., “approximation on the solution” is considered.   
Therefore, we formulate the following problem for Dirichlet conditions in (14): 
0 02 2 , (0) (0) 0ttt RHD Ru RHRfRH Ru C D RHD dD uC u .   (28) 
It has a symmetric matrix in the subspace  
0 2Nu R  of unknown functions with 
zeros at the interval ends. Therefore, in accordance with the lemma we obtain the 
following theorem.  
 
Theorem 1. The explicit scheme (9) of the time integrating the Dirichlet problem 
(28) with the diagonal matrix G RH  and the symmetric negatively defined 
matrix 
2RHD RDA C  is stable under the condition  (10). 
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3.2.2   Robin conditions 
Take ( )L
u
lu b t u
x
 at 0x   and ( )R
u
lu b t u
x
 at 1x  in (14). Here   
 ( ) 0, ( ) 0L Rb t b t  (29) 
are given smooth functions. Denote them by a single function ,L Rb b b  and 
introduce the operator  ( )
u
lu b t u
x
 for brevity.  
We have  
2 2 2 2
2 2
( )
tt
Lu HD u Q u HD u QC D C D C D C
C C
d bu
H u Hf Q d bQ u
. 
Therefore, we formulate the following problem with the symmetric matrix in the 
space 
Nu R of unknown functions for the Robin condition in (14):  
 
2 2( )ttH u C CL bQ u Hf Q d .   (30) 
As we can see, if at least one of the functions ( )b t  is not equaled to zero in the 
condition (29) then 
2L CbQ  is the sign-definite operator.  The case  ( ) 0b t  
corresponds to the Neumann conditions, so, as usual, we need to exclude the 
constant function from solutions space by an additional condition. In accordance 
with the lemma we obtain the following theorem.  
 
Theorem 2. The explicit scheme (9) of the time integrating the Robin problem 
(30) with the diagonal matrix G H  and the symmetric negatively defined 
matrix 
2A L b CQ   (in the subspace \{const}
NR  if ( ) 0b t ) is stable under 
the condition  (10). 
 
3.2.3   Non-reflecting conditions 
Take 
u u
lu b
t x
 in (14) with ,L Rb b b  similarly to the Robin problem, and 
with 0L Ra a . We have 
12 2 2 2
21
tt
u
Lu HD u Q u HD u b Q
t
C D
u
H u Hf b Q
t
C D C D C
C
. 
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Therefore, we formulate the following problem with the symmetric matrix in the 
space 
Nu R of unknown functions for the non-reflecting condition in (14):  
 
1 2
ttH
u
u Lu b CQ Hf
t
.    (31) 
Imposing the inequalities  
 ( ) 0, ( ) 0, { , }L R L Rb t b t b b b  (32) 
we satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Therefore, we obtain the following 
theorem.  
 
Theorem 3. The explicit scheme (9) of the time integrating the problem (31) with 
the diagonal matrix G H  , matrix 
1 2CbB Q , and the symmetric negatively 
defined matrix A L  in the subspace \{ }
NR const  is stable under the conditions  
(10) and (32).  
 
Remark. The formulas derived above, e.g., (30), for the Robin problem, coincide 
with those that can be obtained if one follows the SBP-SAT approach [16].  
Indeed, the symmetry and negative definiteness of the matrix L  allows us to 
define the integral ( ) 0.5( , ) 0.5( , )t tE t Gu u Au u  of the system (7), see the 
lemma. In turn, this is the integral that is used in SBP-SAT approach to derive 
governing equations.  
 
3.3    Multiblock approach 
The multiblock approach is useful if the density ( )x  and sound velocity ( )c x  
have strong discontinuities at some points. Let us consider (12) with smooth 
coefficients to the left and to the right from 0x . As usual, we impose the 
following transmission conditions for the case of discontinuous coefficients at 
0x : 
 
0
2 20
0 0
0
0
0 0
0 0
( ,0) ( ,0),
x x
u
c c
x x
t u t
u u . (33) 
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We will use the symbols 0(.) |  and 0(.) |  to indicate that the value at 0x  is 
calculated by difference formulas from the right and from the left, respectively. 
We have  
0 0 0
2
0 0 0
2
2
| | |
| | |tt
Lu HD u Q u
H u Hf
C D C D
C D u
, 
and similarly: 
0 0
2
0 0| | | |ttLu H u H Df uC . 
Let us sum these equations in the common point 0x  and take into account (33). 
We have  
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
2
0 0 0
2
| | | |
| | | |
|
0
| | | | |
tt tt
tt tt
u u Lu Lu
u u Hf Hf
u u Lu Lu Hf
H H
C D C D
H HfH
. 
Therefore, we formulate the following equation for 0x : 
0 0 0 0 0 0| | | | | |tt ttu u Lu Lu HfH fH H . 
As the equations in the grid points with 0x  and with 0x  have the form  
ttu u HfH L , 
we see that the symmetry of the matrix for spatial operator is preserved; hence, the 
time integration by the scheme  (9) is stable. 
  
Remark. Although the notation for the operators in the above formulas is same in 
cases 0(.) |  and 0(.) | , the grids and operators themselves for 0x  and 0x  can 
be different, of course. 
 
3.4    On the accuracy of the proposed difference schemes  
Analysis of the time-step upper limit in (10), as well as use of (11) to evaluate the 
convergence rate, requires estimates of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues 
in (8). Since the operator 
2D C D  approximates 
2( )
d d
c
dx dx
, the minimum 
eigenvalue is bounded from below by a positive constant independent of the 
number of grid points N  and the grid type (uniformly distributed or GLL nodes). 
Therefore, the numerical solution accuracy will be determined by the 
approximation error of the difference schemes on solutions to the original 
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differential problem.  Although the operators D , D  have the  formal order 
/ 2p  at the grid points near the boundary (in the uniform grid case), it is possible 
to optimize their coefficients to improve the accuracy for a certain range of wave 
numbers in the spirit of [8]. Therefore, it is very important to evaluate numerically 
the real accuracy and so-called numerical order of proposed difference schemes 
using, for example, artificial analytical solutions (recall that in this method one 
solves the problems with the RHS obtained after substitution of a given function 
for differential operator of the problem). Another important characteristic of high-
order schemes is the solution behavior when the medium parameters and/or the 
RHS are not sufficiently smooth; for example, piecewise smooth density and 
sound velocity, point sources, etc. Analysis of these properties without 
corresponding numerical experiments cannot be complete. 
Obtaining estimates of the theoretical maximum and minimum eigenvalues of 
problems (28),  (30), and (31) is a separate task and not a goal of this paper. 
Evidently, the maximum eigenvalue that determines the maximal time integration 
step depends on the grid type; its magnitude is 
2( )O N  and 
4( )O N  for uniformly 
distributed and GLL nodes, respectively. We only note that with explicit formulas 
of operators D , D , H  these estimates are easily obtained numerically with 
high accuracy during discretization of relevant tasks. For example, numerical 
limits of 
2
max / N  as N  in (8) for the Neumann problem with  G H  and  
DHD QDA  are close to 7.1, 4.8, and 5.3 for 4p , 6p , and 8p , 
respectively (periodical case gives 7.1, 4.8, and 4.4). 
Anyway, as usual, the stability is the main problem when building difference 
schemes; the subsequent experimental investigation of the accuracy of a given 
difference scheme is much easier.  
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4 Approximation of the Navier wave equation in 
curvilinear coordinates for heterogeneous anisotropic 
medium 
Application of the approaches described in the previous sections to the elastic 
multidimensional equations is similar in conceptual level and is made directly. 
Therefore, we give only the basic equations of the proposed finite-difference 
spatially highly accurate algorithm of integrating Navier wave equation in 
curvilinear coordinates. Besides the scheme inside the computational domain, we 
consider approximation of free surface boundary conditions and propose artificial 
boundary conditions at the open boundaries to simulate wave propagation without 
significant reflections. 
Consider the system (1). After using a smooth, general-type coordinate 
transformation  
2 31 1 2 3( ), ( , , ), ( , , )x x x x x  
it can be written in the conservation law  
 
2
2
( ) ( ), 1,2,
.
3
, 0 5
i
k kj ij i
ij ijkl kl kl ik i l jl j k
u
FJ JT g t i
t
T uC T u
 (34) 
where  1 2 3
1 2 3
( , , )
det
( , , )
, ,kk j
k
k
j
x x
JT
x
x
,  , , , 1,2,3i j k l .  
For the isotropic 2D case the form (34) is used in  [1].  
 
We introduce the computational domain ,min ,maxi i i  , 1, 2,3i , in 
parametric coordinates, and generate a rectangular grid with iN  nodes in each 
direction 
 , 1,...,
i
i i in
n N , 1, 2,3i  (35) 
that can be either with uniform nodes 
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,min ( 1)
i
i i i in
n h , ,max ,min( ) / ( 1) consti i i ih N  
or with GLL nodes.  Let us consider the following objects on (35) – arrays of 
length 1, 3, and 9:  
iu , the scalar grid functions 
1 2 3{ } ( , , )iu u u u , the vector grid functions 
{ }iju , the 3x3 tensor grid functions. 
Denote by J , Tkj , Cijkl  the diagonal 1 2 3 1 2 3N N N N N N  matrix operators with 
coefficients from (34) for the scalar grid functions;  1, 9, and 81 operators, 
respectively.  
We define the following one-dimensional operators for each direction i  on grid  
(35) with i iN N matrices: the identity operators 
iI ;  SBP operators  
,iD , 
,iD ; 
the weight operators iH  with diagonal matrices; and operators 
diag( 1,0,...,0,1)iQ . Using tensor products, we construct the desired operators 
for scalar functions on a 3D grid (35):  
iD  and iD  for approximating the first derivatives i , 1, 2,3i , along 
direction i  in (34), 
1, 2 3 1 2, 3 1 2 3,
1 2 3, , ,D D I I D I D I D I I D , 
 H with the diagonal matrix 
1 2 3H H H H , 
 and  iQ  with diagonal matrices 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 2 3, ,Q Q H H Q H Q H Q H H Q  
Let us introduce the scalar product for scalar functions 
T( , ) ( , ) ( )i j H i j j iu u Hu u u Hu . 
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For vector and tensor functions the scalar products are defined by summing of 
three components  
({ },{ }) ( , ) , ({ },{ }) ( , )i i H i i H i i i iu v u v u v u v  
and nine components, respectively:  
({ },{ }) ( , ) , ({ },{ }) ( , )ij ij H ij ij H ij ij ij iju v u v u v u v . 
The multidimensional counterpart of SBP formula(17) for the scalar functions 
reads:  
1, , , , , , 1,2,3
H H Hi k j k i j k i j
u D u D u u H Q u u i j k . (36) 
Summation of nine combinations of (36) gives the following multidimensional 
SBP formula for vector and tensor functions:  
1{ }, { } { }, { } { },{ }
H Hki k i k ki i k ki i H
u D v D u v H Q u v . (37) 
Denote by  
NU  the space of vector functions { }iu  on the grid (35) excluding 
constants {const }i , the kernel of iD , iD . Dimension of 
NU is 1 2 33 3N N N .  
By analogy with (24) we take a grid vector function { }
N
iw U and firstly calculate 
the strain tensor function T T{ } {0.5 }kl iik jll j kD w D w . Afterwards, we 
calculate the stress tensor function 
' '''{ } {C } {C 0.5 T T }ijkl ijkl iij kl i kk ll jjD w D w ' '{C T }ijkl i k i lD w  taking into 
account C Cijkl ijlk , and finally obtain the tensor function  
' ' ''{ } {JT } {JT C T }kj kj ijk l iki j i lkiu D w . 
Substitute { }kiu  for  (37): 
'' ' '
1{JT T }, { } { JT }, { } { JT },{ }i l k ikj ijk l k ij ii k kj kjH H k ij i H
C D w D v D v H Q v .  (38) 
Let us consider the first term in (38). It consists of the sum of nine scalar products 
of scalar grid functions. Transposing kD , transferring from left to right the 
coefficients of diagonal operators J , H , Tkj , 'Cijk l  in these scalar products, 
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rearranging them, and using symmetry ' ' 'C C Clk ji jilk ijk l  we obtain the 
following chain of equalities 
' ' ' ' ' '
' ' '
T
' '
T
'
T T
' ' ' ' ' '' '
{JT C }, { } {( ) JT C }, { }
{ }, {( ) C
T T
T T
T
J }
{ }, {( ) C J } { }, {( ) JT C }T T
i l k i k i l i
l i k i
kj ijk l i k kj ijk l i kH
i k ijk l kj
kj lk ji i k kj iji k i l i k i lk l i k
D w D v D H D w v
w D HD v
w D HD v w D H D v
 
(the sign of identity is used when we simply rename indices). Thus the operator in 
equation 
' ''
T
'{ }: {( ) JT C T }kj ijk l ii k i lku D H D w has a symmetric matrix. Due to 
positiveness of operators J , H , and the quadratic form ({C },{ })klijkl iju u , see [14], 
this matrix is positively defined for grid vector functions belonging 
NU . 
Hence, we conclude from  (38) that the operator in equation  
 
' ' ' 'T{ }: {( )JT C }kj ijk l i ki k k i lu HD Q D w  (39) 
has a symmetric negatively defined matrix on the space 
NU .   
Therefore, we discretize  (34) on the grid  (35) by the following ODE system with 
respect to time:  
 
2
2
' ' '
1
' '' ' ' ' '
{ }
JT JT ) } }
} {C }, {
J {(
}={0.5
{ ( )
{ T }T
kj kj ij i
ij ijj i j i j i ij ji
i
k k
i i j j
g t
d u
D H Q F
D u D u
dt . (40) 
These equations approximate (34) in the inner grid points, i.e., where kQ vanishes. 
To investigate the approximation at the boundary points, we should consider the 
boundary conditions; this will be done below. 
The system (40) is simply transformed to a discrete Navier wave equation 
counterpart: 
2
' ' ' '2
1
' '
{ }
)JT CJ {( T {} ( )}kj ijj i k
i
j k ik k i
d u
D H Q D u g t
dt
F          (41) 
that is written in the form (due to (38)):  
 
2
' ' '
T
''2 '
J {( T { (
{ }
) J } )T C }kj ijj i k j i
i
k k i
d u
D H D u FH H g t
dt
.          (42) 
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For brevity, we introduce the notation of the spatial operator in (42), (41): 
T
' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '(E ) JT C )J TT( CTi kj ijji k k k ki k j kj ijj i k j kD H D HD Q D .         (43) 
Notice that sequential use of iD , iD  over the whole computational domain in 
(40) permits us to a)  optimize the theoretical number of operations per grid point; 
b) reduce the amount of memory in the implementation of Hooke's law, and c) 
build an efficient parallel algorithm for multicore computing systems. For 
instance, such difference scheme has ( )O p  of float operations per grid point 
while computing the mixed derivatives (instead of 
2( )O p  in case of direct 
approximation of mixed derivatives by a second-order operator) where 1p  is 
the stencil length. 
Time discretization of (42) is made by the standard finite-difference explicit 
scheme, see (9).  
Now consider task formulations with different boundary conditions.  
 
4.1    Free surface boundary  
Suppose that the free surface corresponds to the maximal (or minimal) value of k  
for any 1, 2,3k  in parametric coordinates. The normal to it is defined by  
 1
( ){ } { }kk kjj T T  (44) 
where 
2 2 2
1 2 3 ,min
( )
2 2 2
1 2 3 ,max
,
,
k k k k k
k
k k k k k
T T T
T
T T T
 
(index in parentheses indicates that this is a free index without summation). 
Thus boundary condition (3) reads   
 1
( )} { }, 1,20 ,3{ k kkj ij j ijT T k .
 (45) 
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Denote by { }iu  the trace on grid (35) of a solution to (1), (2) with conditions (3) 
at all six boundaries.  Substituting { }iu  for the spatial term of (41) we have 
1 1
2
' ' ' ' '' ' '' '2
2
''
2
{( T J { (
{ }
)JT C } } JT C }) { T
J
}
{ ( )
{
}
kj ijj i k j i kj ijj i
i
k k k i k k ik j
i
i
d u
D H Q g t
dt
g t
dt
D u F H Q D u
d u
F
 
(the first and second signs « » correspond to the approximation of equations (1) 
in all grid points and approximation of conditions (45), respectively). Therefore, 
using (42) we obtain the problem 
                      
2
' ' '
T
''2 '
J { T { ( )
{ }
( ) JT C } }kj ijj i k j i i
i
k k
d u
H D H D u g tH
t
F
d
 (46) 
that approximates (40), (2), and (3) for all boundaries with the symmetric 
positively defined matrix of the spatial operator on 
NU .  
 
4.2    Dirichlet conditions   
Denote by { }iu  the trace on grid (35) of a solution to (1), (2) with conditions (4) 
at all six boundaries.  Substituting { }iu  for the spatial term of (41) we have 
  
' ' ' '
2
' ' ' '2
1
' '
1
' '
{( T
J {
)JT C }
{ }
} JT( ) { TC }
kj ijj i k j
i kj ijj i
k k k i
i
k k ik j
D H Q D u
g t
d
d u
H Q D a
t
F
.           (47) 
Introduce the subspace of all functions in 
NU having zero values if the grid index 
is outside the set 1 2 3(2,..., 1) (2,..., 1) (2,..., 1)N N N . Denote by R  the 
projection operator of a grid function onto this subspace. Regarding that 0kRQ , 
we obtain the following task from (47) and (38): 
 
2
' ' ' '2
' '
T
' '
' '
' '
{ }
) JT C }
} J
J { ( T
{ ( ) C TT }{
kj ijj i k j
i kj ijj
i
k k i
k k ii k j
d u
H D H D Ru
R
R R R
dt
gH RF Q D at
.  (48) 
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It approximates  (40), (2) with conditions (4) and has a symmetric positively 
defined matrix of the spatial operator when solution is sought among functions 
with the grid indices from the  set 1 2 3(2,..., 1) (2,..., 1) (2,..., 1)N N N .  
 
4.3    Open boundaries  
The condition (5) imitating open boundaries after the coordinate transformation 
reads  
 ,{ } { } 0, 1,2,3
j
k ij kj ijA T k
du
dt
, (49) 
where 
( ),k ij ijkA T A  are some matrices corresponding to six faces of the 
parametric parallelepiped (two faces for each k ).  
Denote by { }iu  the trace on grid (35) of a solution to (1), (2) with conditions (49) 
at all six boundaries.  Substituting { }iu  for the spatial term of (41) we have 
1 1
' '
2
' ' ' ' ,2
{( T J
{ }
)JT C } } J }{ ( ) {kj ijj i k j i k ij
ji
k k k i kg t
d
dud u
D H Q D u F H Q A
t dt
. 
We obtain the problem 
T
2
, ' ' '' ''2
{ }
J } ( ) JTJ { { T { ( )C } }
ji
k k k ik ij kj ijj i k j i
dud u
H Q A D H g t
dt d
u
t
D H F  (50) 
with a symmetric positively defined matrix of the spatial operator on 
NU and with 
non-reflecting conditions at all boundaries.  
To satisfy the condition 0B
 
of the lemma we need non-negatively defined 
matrices of the operator  ,J ik k jQ A  in (50). Let us consider the following example. 
We introduce the matrix of normal components  
1 3 2
3 1
2
2
13
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
k k k
k k
k k
k k
k
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and 6×6 matrix C  of Hooke’s law in the matrix (Voigt) notation for stress vector  
11 22 33
T
23 3 121, , , , , )(  and strain vector 11 22
T
23 133 123, , , 2 2 )( , , 2 . Define 
,k ijA  as follows 
 , (
1
T 2
){ } ( )k ij k k kA T C . (51) 
This matrix provides positiveness of ,J ik k jQ A . Moreover, plane waves moving in 
1 2 3{ , , }k k k  direction in the homogeneous medium defined by and C satisfy 
(49).  For these waves (and only), the boundary is transparent; this corresponds to 
partial passage of waves without reflection from a boundary. A partial case of 
matrix (51) for isotropic media was derived in [20].   
 
Let us mention also another local non-reflecting condition obtained in [25] for 
general second-order hyperbolic systems. Its formulas contain spatial derivatives 
to take into account heterogeneity of medium parameters. Generally speaking, this 
condition does not have the form (49) when applied to equations of elasticity.  
 
4.4    Multiblock approach 
Consider special case of the boundary between two grid blocks, Eq. (41) is 
satisfied in each of them. Let the boundary  between blocks correspond to index 
l  with any value from 1 to 3. Normal to it 
1
( ){ } { }ll ljj T T . Boundary conditions of 
continuity solutions and normal stresses are given at : 
{ }| { }|
{ }| { }|
i i
ij lj ij lj
u u
.
 
Then, applying spatial operator of (43) to the trace { }iu of a solution of (1) on grid 
(35) in each block, we have the following relationships for points at (after 
multiplication by 1 1
( )J | |lT ): 
1 1
( ) ' '
1 1 1
( ) ' ' ' ' ' ' ( ) ' ' ' ' ' '
2
1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ' ' ' ' ' '2
{ J | |E }|
{ J | | JT C T | |T C T }|
{ }
| | J | |{ } ( ) { | |T C T } |
l ii i
l k kj ijj i k j k i k l kj ijj i k j k i
i
l l i lk k l kj ijj i k j k i
T u
H T D D u Q T D u
d u
H T H T F g t Q T D u
dt
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and 
1 1
( ) ' '
2
1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ' ' ' ' ' '2
{ J | |E }|
{ }
| | J | |{ } ( ) { | |T C T } |
l ii i
i
l l i lk k l kj ijj i k j k i
T u
d u
H T H T F g t Q T D u
dt
.
 
The Kronecker symbol lk  is used here to emphasize that only terms with index l  
remain at .   
Since 1 1
( ) ( )| |{ }| | |{ }|l lj lij ijljT T T T and | |l lQ Q  then after summation of 
these expressions, taking into account annihilation of terms 
1
( ) ' ' ' ' ' '{ | |T C T }lk k l kj ijj i k j k iQ T D u  at ,  we have  
1 1 1 1
( ) ' ' ( ) ' '
1 1 1
2
2
2
2
( ) ( )
1 1 1
( ) ( )
J | |E }| J | |E }|
{ }
| | J | | } |
{ }
| |
{ {
J | |
{ ( )
( ) |{ }
l ii i l ii i
i
l l
i
l
i
l i
T u T u
d u
H T T F
d
H g t
u
H
dt
H g t
dt
T T F
.
 
Therefore, we formulate the following equation in the grid points belonging : 
 
1 1
( ) ( )
1 1 1 1
( ) ' ' ( ) ' '
1 1
2 2
2 2
1 1
( ) ( )
{ } { }
| | | | | |
J | |E }| J | |E{ {
{ ( ) { (
}|
J | | } | J | | } ) |
i i
l l
l ii i l ii i
l li i
d u d u
H T H T
T u T u
T F T F
dt dt
H g t H g t .
 (52) 
This equation, in general, does not have a symmetric matrix of spatial operator 
because the multiplier 1 1
( )J | |lT  may be discontinuous at . However, there is an 
important case where the symmetry is preserved. Consider the chain of equalities 
for points on :  
1
1 1 2 3 1 2 3
( )
1 2 3 1 2 3
( , , ) ( , , )
det det
( , , ) ( , , )
lj lj l lj lj
x x x
J T
x x x
T a a , 
where lja  denote the algebraic complements of matrix 
1J . We obtain that 
1 1
( ) l ll j jJ T a . Suppose that the coordinate transformation in adjacent blocks is 
the same on tangent directions to . Then lja  
are continuous across the boundary, 
so it follows from | |lj lj lj lja a that
1 1 1 1
( ) ( )| | | |l lJ T J T . Therefore, the 
factor 1 1
( )J | |lT  in (52) can be reduced, and we obtain at : 
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2
' ' ' '2
{ {
{ }
( J
{
| J | ) E
( ) { ( )
}| E }|
} | } |
i
ii i ii i
i i
d u
H H u u
F F
dt
H g t H g t
.
 (53) 
The proposed equation (53) for handling points on the boundaries together with 
equation (42) for points inside blocks form a symmetric matrix of the spatial 
operator. 
 
Remark. Although the notation for the operators in formulas (53), (42) is the 
same for adjacent blocks, the operators 'E ii  
can be different, of course. The 
requirements are only 1) the common boundary grid points, 2) the common 
coordinate transformation in adjacent blocks for the tangent directions, and 3) the 
same triplets of  jD , jD , and 
jH  operators in adjacent blocks for the tangent 
directions ( )j l . 
 
4.5    On the stability and accuracy of proposed difference schemes 
  
Evidently, it is possible to formulate elastic IBVP with different combinations of 
boundary conditions, similarly to proposed problems (46), (48),  (50). For 
example, a typical formulation for seismic applications includes the free surface 
condition at the top boundary and nonreflecting conditions on all other 
boundaries. Also, one can use several blocks and impose the transmission 
conditions (53) for common boundaries. In all cases, we will obtain symmetric 
matrices of the spatial operator according to the proposed approach. Therefore, we 
can formulate the following theorem due to above theory and the lemma.   
 
Theorem 4. The explicit scheme (9) of the time integration of the problems (46), 
(48),  (50), as well as of similarly formulated problems on the basis of (42) and 
combinations of boundary conditions (45),  (4),  (49) (with(51)),  and (53) at 
different faces of a block computational domain is stable under the condition (10). 
  
The accuracy order of solutions will remain the same as the order of 
approximation due to a priori estimate (11). However, as noted in Section 3.4, it is 
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much more important to investigate the accuracy properties numerically. Some 
examples of such test tasks are given in Section  5. 
 
4.6    SEM scheme as a combination of SBP and multiblock 
approaches 
As is known, the computational SEM domain consists of hexahedral cells 
equipped by internal subgrids. Each such subgrid is generated by a nondegenerate 
map of the canonical cube with the rectangular GLL grid onto the cell. Therefore, 
the common face of two adjacent cells has the same transformation in the 
tangential directions. The transformations can be different in the normal direction 
only. Therefore, the ratio of Jacobians in adjacent cells on the common boundary 
 is equal to the ratio of linear size of infinitesimal volume in the normal 
direction, i.e.  
1
( )
1
( )
| ||
| | |
l
l
TJ
J T
, 
see Fig. 1. This means that the factor 1 1
( )J | |lT  is continuous on boundaries of 
adjacent cells. Using (42) inside SEM cells for SBP operators D D , TD D
described in Section 3.1.3 and (53) for grid points on the common boundaries, we 
obtain approximation of (34) with symmetric matrix of the spatial operator 
(similar averaging formulas to (53) for common grid points at edges and corners 
are easily derived). Thus one can treat considered SEM implementation as a 
finite-difference multiblock algorithm whose blocks are cells with specific SBP 
approximation on GLL grid.  
 
             
Fig. 1. One-to-one map of SEM adjacent cells to the canonical cells. Deformation 
of the boundary infinitesimal volume in the normal direction  
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5 Results of numerical experiments  
The proposed difference schemes are implemented as a parallel MPI code on GPU 
cards for two and three dimensions.  Below, we report three test results from 
numerous computations on studying stability and accuracy of the method.  
5.1    A one-dimensional problem for the wave equation with a point 
source 
In this example, we consider the problem of spurious solutions and 
simultaneously demonstrate the advantages of the proposed nonsymmetric 
operators ,D D . 
We define the discrete delta function )(h nx  on the grid (18) taking its equal to 
the matrix element 
1H  at nx  and to zero at the rest points. 
Consider the wave problem on the interval 1 1x  for equation (26) with a 
point source ) )( (nh x g t ,  0nx , in the RHS; the time impulse is generated by a 
Ricker wavelet ( )g t .  Initial conditions and Dirichlet boundary conditions are 
uniform. According to Section 3, we obtain the system  
 
1 )( ) (tt h nu H uL g tx . (54) 
Take 1c  and consider two schemes. In the first scheme, we use the central 
differences D  of fourth-order approximation, i.e. D D , 
TD D  here. In the 
second scheme, we use the operators (19) on the nonsymmetric stencils. Fig. 2 
shows the solutions obtained by these two schemes. As we can see, the smooth 
part of the signal is the same, whereas the parasitic "saw" is visible for the central 
difference case only; it runs much faster than the main wave. 
Obviously, it is the point source which is the reason for the observed large-
amplitude parasitic waves in the first scheme as for a sufficiently smooth spatial 
source, all nonphysical solutions are within the approximation error. On the other 
hand, the proposed scheme with nonsymmetric operators ,D D   does not 
generate such waves and has the necessary approximation properties. 
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Fig. 2. Solution of the one-dimensional wave equation with a point source in 
space at 0x . Blue graph: central-difference operators (D D , 
TD D ); red 
graph: nonsymmetric operators ,D D  
5.2    Lamb problem: example of two-dimensional elasticity  
Here we report the results of tests for the two-dimensional Lamb's problem [13]. 
The solution satisfies the Navier wave equation in the bottom half-plane with a 
homogeneous isotropic medium. A force point source is located at the surface 
with the non-zero component in the normal direction. The task is a good accuracy 
test because of the known analytical solution. We analyze the behavior of 
calculated solutions far and near to the point source.  
Consider (1) in 2D formulation for 1 2( , )u uu  where the coordinate 2x  
corresponds to the vertical axis. An elastic medium with constant density and 
velocities in the half-plane 2 0x    is described by Hooke’s law with the stiffness 
tensor ( )ijkl ij ik ikl jl jklC  where  
2 22( )P SV V , 
2
SV . Free 
surface boundary conditions 0ij j  are imposed at the half-plane boundary 
2 0x , where 
T
21( , )  is the normal vector. Elastic waves are excited by the point 
source in the form of the normally directed force vector 
T
2 1 ( ) ( )( , ) p g tx xF  at px . The analytic solution is known and described, 
e.g., in [7]. For calculating reference solutions, we use a free Fortran code 
available in [29] and based on approaches [2], [9].   
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Parameters of the isotropic medium are 3200 m/sPV , 1847.5 m/sSV , 
32200 kg/m ; the estimated Rayleigh wave velocity is 1698.6 m/s . The time 
impulse is a Ricker wavelet 2 2 2 2 2 20 0( ) (1 2 )exp( )g t t t  with the central 
frequency 0 10 .Hz  The computational domain has dimensions (–1500 to 
1500)×(–1500 to 0) in meters; point source has coordinates (0,0). Boundary 
conditions (49) are imposed for open boundaries; actually they do not influence 
the solution at receivers for the considered simulation time.  The basic grid has 
251×181 nodes with 12 m and 8.3 m spacing in horizontal and vertical directions, 
respectively. The time integration step τ = 0.4 ms. C-norm for the vector 
amplitude 2 2
1 2u u  is used for accuracy measurements.  
5.2.1   Solution in the far field  
We compare the numerical solution with the analytical solution on the 
surface at the point with coordinates (600,0). For the fourth-order scheme on the 
boundary (the eighth-order in interior points) we observe the 1.2% relative 
accuracy. For the second-order scheme (fourth inside), the accuracy is 
significantly worse, approximately 20%. The vertical component 
,2( ,600,0)hu t of 
the solution for these calculations is shown in Fig. 3.  Note that to achieve 1.2% 
accuracy by the second-order scheme, we need a 751 × 421 grid with 4 m and 3.6 
m spatial spacing in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
Simulation on this grid requires 7 times more memory and 3.7 times more wall 
clock time.  
We consider also the case of an inclined surface; that this is a serious problem for 
most finite difference algorithms using rectangular grids. An analytic solution for 
the inclined surface is obtained by rotating the coordinate system to the 
appropriate angle. To adapt our grid to this boundary, we use parametric 
coordinates. The oblique 251 × 181 grid is shown in Fig. 4, each 10th grid line. 
Two snapshots of the solution amplitude are also presented here (fourth-order 
scheme). Relative accuracy of the solution at the point with coordinates (591, 
104), i.e., on the surface at a distance 600 m from the source, is 1.3%. This 
slightly larger error is because of the small increase in grid spacing in the physical 
region with the oblique boundary.  
We calculate also the solution for the oblique case on the finer grid with 501 × 
361 points and with time step τ = 0.1 ms to verify the convergence order. The 
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resulting relative error is 0.06%, which is even better than the theoretical value 
estimated as 1.3 / 16 = 0.08%. 
 
Fig. 3. Solution component 
,2( ,600,0)hu t . The grid has 251×181 points; the time 
step is 0.4 ms. The blue curve is for the fourth-order scheme on the boundary. The 
red curve is for the second-order scheme.  
 
Fig. 4. Solution amplitude for the inclined surface case at the instants 0.44 s (left) 
and 0.68 s (right). Every 10
th
 grid line is shown  
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5.2.2   Accuracy of the calculation with the point source 
 To analyze properties of the proposed difference scheme while simulating the 
point source, we examine the accuracy dependence versus the distance from the 
source. Fig. 5 shows the relative (percentage) error in C-norm for the case of a 
horizontal free surface depending on the distance from the source. The blue curve 
corresponds to the grid 251 181with 12m horizontal spacing. We see that the 
error is less than 1% starting from 96 meters from the source. This distance is 
equal to 8p  grid spacings, i.e., to the width of a standard central-difference 
stencil approximating the second derivative with p
th
 order of accuracy in the 
horizontal direction. Recall that our scheme has the p
th
  and ( / 2p )th  orders of 
accuracy at the free surface in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
Calculation with the twice finer grid (red line) shows that the error drops 
/22 16p times at the same distance (96m). At the distance of p  grid spacings, 
i.e., 48 m, the error is 0.5%. 
This and further analysis of the curves in Fig. 5 leads to the following 
observations:  
 The scheme has ( )O h  accuracy on the distance of h  to ph  from the point 
source, 8p . 
 The scheme comes to 
/2( )pO h  accuracy at the distance farther than 2ph  
from the point source. 
In our opinion, these accuracy properties of the scheme are good enough for the 
considered point source, taking into account that this case is beyond the 
conventional theory of high-order accurate difference schemes for smooth input 
data. 
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Fig. 5. Relative error of the solution amplitude on the horizontal surface versus the 
distance from a point source; calculations with grid spacing  12 mh  (blue line) 
and 6 mh  (red line)  
 
5.3    3D modeling with anisotropy 
We demonstrate the main features of the proposed algorithm on an example of the 
seismic wave modeling in a two-layered anisotropic elastic medium with 
topography. Both horizontal surfaces are generated using Gaussian valleys and 
hills with random parameters, see Fig. 6 (land surface elevation amplitude is 1450 
m); the bottom surface shape repeats the interface shape. A two-dimensional 
vertical cross-section of the computational grid is also shown in Fig. 6. The 
horizontal dimension of the computational domain is 6 km × 6 km. We apply a 
smooth coordinate transformation to adapt the computational grid for three sub-
horizontal boundaries and to reduce vertical spacing nearby them to compensate 
for the half-order accuracy of the scheme in this region. The grid has also a larger 
spacing near the open boundaries to save memory. Free surface boundary 
conditions are imposed on the top surface and non-reflecting conditions on the 
other boundary surfaces. Thomsen’s parameters are 2km/sPV , 1.2km/sSV , 
32g/cm , 0.334 , 0.575 , 0.818, 45  for the top TTI 
medium, and 3km/sPV , 1.6km/sSV , 
32g/cm , 0.022 , 0.087 , 
0.072 , 90 ,  15  for the bottom TTI medium. An explosion source 
with a 10 Hz central frequency Ricker wavelet is located in the center of the land 
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surface. The grid volume is 501 501 (141 111)  nodes; the scheme has the 
eighth-order in internal points and the fourth-order in the normal direction near 
boundaries. Snapshots of the solution amplitude are shown in Fig. 7. We clearly 
see the complex structure of different surface and body waves.   
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Geometry of land surface and sub-horizontal interface (top). Vertical cross-
section of the computational grid, each 10
th
 line (bottom)  
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Fig. 7. Amplitude of displacement vector in the computational domain at t=1.06 s 
(top) and on the land surface at t=1.56 s, view from the top (bottom)  
 
6 Conclusions 
The paper presents the high-order accurate finite-difference scheme for solving 
three-dimensional problems of elastodynamics in anisotropic heterogeneous 
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media. Approximation of the Navier wave equation is made in parametric 
coordinates, which allows obtaining curvilinear grids in physical coordinates 
adapted to geometry and velocity heterogeneities. The scheme also contains the 
approximation formulas of transmission conditions on the boundaries of the 
multiblock approach. We use a conventional explicit second-order central-
difference time integration operator and obtain stable runs under the CFL 
condition. 
The scheme has up to p
th
 spatial accuracy order in the interior and (p/2)
th
 order in 
normal direction to the boundaries, p=4,6,8, for uniform grids in parametric 
coordinates. We propose forward and backward finite differences derived in 
frames of the modified SBP rule to attenuate spurious saw-tooth solutions when 
solving governing equations with nonsmooth coefficients and/or point source 
RHS. Because of the use of sequential approximation of higher derivatives by the 
first-order difference operators, we optimize the theoretical number of operations 
per grid point, reduce the amount of memory in the implementation of the Hooke's 
law, and build an efficient parallel algorithm for multicore computing systems.  
We also show that the conventional spectral element method belongs to class of 
derived schemes in the multiblock framework whose blocks are the SEM cells 
with SBP operators on GLL grid. 
Numerous tests show the expected convergence rate to solutions on finer and finer 
grids as well as the long computation time stability, including multiblock cases. In 
particular, we describe the 2D Lamb problem modeling results to demonstrate 
good approximation properties of the method in the far and near field of a point 
source in space. Also, we give an illustration of the 3D solution in a 
heterogeneous anisotropic medium with a curvilinear free surface and multiblock 
grid. 
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